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The Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group was
established in 1990 by a few enthusiasts who wanted 
to raise awareness of  and conserve the many rock 
exposures dotted around the county. The membership
has since grown and includes many enthusiastic 
amateurs, students and teachers as well as professional 
geologists. The group retains its two main aims: to 
raise awareness of  geology and landscape through 
education, and to conserve and protect geological 
sites in the Warwickshire area.

For further information, including an outline of  
programmes and events, visit the WGCG website
http://www.wgcg.co.uk 

or contact

Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group
c/o Warwickshire Museum, Market Place,
Warwick CV34 4SA

E-mail: warwickshiregcg@gmail.com
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in number this brick terrace of houses cum workshops,
New Row, was built in about 1800. By 1841, 15 of the
22 houses were home to comb-makers. 

Probably during the 18th century, the local Ashow
mudstones started to be used for brick making. During
the 19th and in to the 20th century local bricks were
used in most of the buildings of the Old Town and
also in the Warwick Road and Albion Street areas. 

3Castle Hill

When the road was metalled in the 20th century, setts
were laid in the gutters to drain storm water. They are
distinctively lined with a cream-coloured limestone,
the White Lias limestone from the Harbury and 
Kineton area. 

4Clinton House78 High Street  

Old Kenilworth –its geology and building 
materials

Abbey Fields mark a division in Kenilworth’s geology.
Abbey Fields, the Castle and the old High Street area
are sited on Kenilworth Sandstone; reddish and poorly
cemented by iron oxides it weathers easily. Abbey Hill
and the 'new town' to the south are built on the Ashow
mudstones which weather to heavy clays. The rocks
are dipping slightly to the south which causes the older
Kenilworth Sandstone to dip beneath the younger
Ashow rocks, both of which are Permian in age (290
to 250M years). Both rocks were laid down when 
England had a desert/semi-desert climate. This trail 
is entirely on the Kenilworth Sandstone. 

Kenilworth was first recognised as a strategic site in
Norman times when Geoffrey de Clinton established
the first castle on a spur of Kenilworth Sandstone
overlooking Inchford Brook. For 500 years the castle
expanded by quarrying the local sandstone in the
north of the town. At the same time, the Priory 
(later the Abbey) was being developed, again in red
sandstone. Little evidence now exists of where this
quarrying took place. With the Dissolution of the
Abbey and the destruction of the Castle by the 
Parliamentary troops in the Civil War in the mid-
17th century, ready-worked sandstone became freely 
available for more prestigious buildings, Much of this
stone can be seen in houses, footings and walls in the
High Street

1Little Virginia

In contrast domestic dwellings were timber-framed. 
The houses in Little Virginia contain some of the 
oldest structures in the town. At the rear of the cluster
are sandstone walls dating back to the 12th and 13th
centuries. Six of the timber framed cottages date 
from the 17th century by which time the timbers were
of very slight and of poor quality. This tradition of
building had died out in Kenilworth by the early 18th
century. The present buildings were renovated in 1973

2New Row(now Castle Hill) 

From the 17th century the prosperity of the town 
was built on cattle farming. Many of the animals were
bred in Wales and driven to the English Midlands for
fattening and market. Kenilworth lay on one of these
'drovers' roads', the so-called Welsh Road. By-products
were hides used for tanning and horn for comb making.
The first comb 'manufactory' was established in High
Street in c.1760. As business thrived and workers grew 
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Geological cross-section –High Street to Abbey Hill

River deposits

Ashow mudstone

Kenilworth sandstone

In the middle of a wall of red Kenilworth Sandstone is
one contrasting block. It is pale yellow and comprises
a mass of small spherical particles. These are 'ooliths'
(meaning egg-shape since they resemble fish roe) 
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Ashow rocks, both of  which are Permian in age (290
to 250M years). Both rocks were laid down when 
England had a desert/semi-desert climate. This trail 
is entirely on the Kenilworth Sandstone. 

Kenilworth was first recognised as a strategic site in
Norman times when Geoffrey de Clinton established
the first castle on a spur of  Kenilworth Sandstone
overlooking Inchford Brook. For 500 years the castle
expanded by quarrying the local sandstone in the
north of  the town. At the same time, the Priory 
(later the Abbey) was being developed, again in red
sandstone. Little evidence now exists of  where this
quarrying took place. With the Dissolution of  the
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17th century, ready-worked sandstone became freely 
available for more prestigious buildings, Much of  this
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In contrast domestic dwellings were timber-framed. 
The houses in Little Virginia contain some of  the 
oldest structures in the town. At the rear of  the cluster
are sandstone walls dating back to the 12th and 13th
centuries. Six of  the timber framed cottages date 
from the 17th century by which time the timbers were
of  very slight and of  poor quality. This tradition of
building had died out in Kenilworth by the early 18th
century. The present buildings were renovated in 1973

2 New Row (now Castle Hill) 

From the 17th century the prosperity of  the town 
was built on cattle farming. Many of  the animals were
bred in Wales and driven to the English Midlands for
fattening and market. Kenilworth lay on one of  these
'drovers' roads', the so-called Welsh Road. By-products
were hides used for tanning and horn for comb making.
The first comb 'manufactory' was established in High
Street in c.1760. As business thrived and workers grew 
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In the middle of  a wall of  red Kenilworth Sandstone is
one contrasting block. It is pale yellow and comprises
a mass of  small spherical particles. These are 'ooliths'
(meaning egg-shape since they resemble fish roe) 



monks to create the Abbey Pool for their Mill (where
the swimming pool now is) and fish ponds (where the
tennis courts now stand). In the mid-19th century, 
immediately downstream of  the bridge on the left, 
was a wheelwrights and a small tannery probably 
exploiting the river. 

11 Abbey Barn and Kenilworth Bricks

In addition to the 'Barn' look for the remains of  the
Abbey Church’s ground plan and column bases, the
Gatehouse, a remnant of  the Chapter House wall and
recycled building stones. A selection of  Kenilworth
bricks is on display in the upper gallery of  the Barn

9 Townpool Bridge

The present stone bridge dates from the 18th century.
Some of  the blocks give us a clue to how the Kenilworth
Sandstone was deposited. Imagine a river depositing 
a sand bar. It may then shift its course and flow in a
slightly different direction eroding the top of  the bar.
The new sediment that is laid down reflects the new

direction of  flow. Look at the blocks in the bridge and
find some, similar to the photograph, in which you can
see an erosion surface above which the sand dips at a
much steeper angle. This is known as cross-bedding
and is a sure sign of  deposition in a river. 

10 Abbey Fields and Townpool Bridge
The bridge also records the huge flood of  July 29th
1834 when the Finham Brook reached 1.8m above
present flood plain level (c.3.3m above normal stream
level). It is a 'flashy' stream notorious for its rapid 
response to intense rainfall often causing flooding at
the ford on the A452. The fields upstream of  the ford 

are on the heavy clays of  the Triassic Mercia Mudstone
which only accepts water very slowly. So the rainfall
plus its load of  mud runs off  rapidly into the brook.
More valuably the ready supply of  water allowed the 

10a

In 2015, recycled siltstone paving was laid. It is 
characteristically variable in colour, ranging from cream
to greys and looks like a Carboniferous rock quarried
in the Pennines. 

7 Parochial Hall
Built in 1911 on the site of  the Vicar's stables, the
Parochial Hall was one of  a new generation of  buildings
which used, at least in part, non-local materials. 
The window mouldings and the commemorative stone

made of  layers of  lime deposited around a nucleus
and then rolled around on the floor of  a very shallow
lagoon; hence the spheroidal shape. It is a piece of
Cotswold Limestone and must have been a ‘spare’
from some other building.

5 56-58 High Street 

In mediaeval times Kenilworth was part of  the Forest
of  Arden. This would have provided a readily-accessible
source of  timber, mainly oak. Originally, the framing
would have been infilled by wattle (woven hazel strips)
and daub (clay and dung). 56/58 High Street are 
entirely timber frame but with slimmed down members,
typical of  the latter half  of  the 17th century. The infill
is of  brick, not wattle and daub. 

6 The Pound
The Pound dates back to the 16th or 17th century
when fields were mainly unenclosed and stray animals
were 'impounded' until the owner paid a fine. The
walls of  the Pound are mainly of  Kenilworth Sandstone,
although, inside the pound, the upper courses to the
left of  the gate are of  dark basaltic rock from the
Nuneaton area. 

have the distinctive appearance of  Chipping Campden
limestone from the Cotswolds. This is rich in broken
shells, known as brash, which have been deposited in
irregular beds. The absence of  whole shells suggests
that the limey sediment was laid down in shallow
water subject to frequent storms. 

8 Fancott's Cottage 14 High Street 
About 200 million years ago a huge river flowed 
northwards from Brittany, at that time a mountainous
area. The river carried a mass of  very resistant quartz
and quartzite cobbles which were well rounded by the
time they were deposited in Warwickshire. About
400,000 years ago an ice sheet swept across the

Midlands and as far south as the Upper Thames 
valley. The ice redistributed the cobbles in surface
patches from where they have been quarried for use 
as building and decorative material. 

Museum. The two large brickworks of  Cherry Orchard
and Whitemoor are represented. Production ended
when the Cherry Orchard yard closed in 1977. 

The Barn Museum is open afternoons Sundays and
Bank Holidays from Easter until mid-September. 
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